QUALIFYING FOR DUNBAR MIDDLE SCHOOL’S GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM

If your child is identified as a LRSD GT student, you must

- Provide student’s full name and student identification number
- Provide name of elementary school and name of the GT Specialist
- Select Dunbar’s Gifted and Talented Program

If your child is identified as a PCSSD or NLRSD GT student, you must

- Provide student’s full name and student identification number
- Provide name of elementary school and name of GT Specialist
- Provide a copy of GT Profile and signature page of identification committee to Dr. Kimberly Brown at Kimberly.Brown@lrsd.org in order to receive GT reciprocity
- (Note: The elementary GT Specialist should have a copy of the GT Profile and signature page.)
- Select Dunbar’s Gifted and Talented Program

If your child is NOT identified as a GT student, you must

- Select International Studies on Dunbar enrollment’s form
- Make arrangements with Dr. Kimberly Brown to be tested for GT at (501)447-2627 or email at Kimberly.Brown@lrsd.org
- Receive qualifying results from the GT assessments
- Get tagged GT via the district’s GT office (Dr. Brown will assist with this.)
- Once qualified and tagged, you can select GT as your child’s program of study at Dunbar.

LRSD follows all Arkansas state GT rules and regulations for gifted and talented participation.